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Woodlander Stud
Conditions of Sale
This is not an auction.
Horses will all be purchased subject to vetting to be arranged by the purchaser.
Horses will be secured by a deposit of 10% on the sale day with purchase completed
within two weeks. Deposits may be paid from 9:30am on sale day
The deposit is only returnable should a horse not receive a satisfactory vetting.
Deposits may be paid by cash or cheque with balances paid by bank transfer.
Following purchase, Woodlander horses must leave the stud within three days of
completion or livery will be charged.
Arrangement can be made for horses to remain at Woodlander, for example, for castration
or further schooling. Livery will be charged.
The first buyer to pay a deposit for a horse will secure the purchase of that horse, any
further buyers will be held, in order, on a wait list.
The stables are open for the viewing of foals, mares and youngstock from 9.00am. Foals
and Youngstock will be presented at 11am, followed by older and ridden horses.
If you are interested in buying any of the horses presented on the day, please meet with
Lynne Crowden ahead of the formal presentation at 10:30 am, or between 1pm and 2pm to
register your interest.
Woodlander Foals will remain at Woodlander Stud with no charge for livery, until
weaning. Direct costs for worming, farrier and any vetting will be charged to the
purchaser. First registration of the foal will be paid by the vendor.
Woodlander Mares purchased at the sale will also remain at the stud with no charge for
livery until weaning. Direct costs for worming, farrier and any vets costs will be charged to
the purchaser.
Please ensure that you understand whether a mare is sold in foal or without her foal.
Please ensure that you discuss detailed arrangements for the purchase of non Woodlander
horses.
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For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Foals
Sandman
2017 Dark Bay Hannoverian Colt

1

A big framed, loose moving and handsome E.T son of the
dark stallion, Summertime Blues. The sire, now five years
old, has distinguished himself with ridability in both his
performance test at rising four in Germany, and in his few
dressage tests in the UK. With a Reserve World Champion,
Sir Donnerhall and a Grand Prix performer in Margue H,
the sire line is well furnished. Add to this the performance
influence of the Consul daughter Katinka and you see why
this half brother to the Small Tour performer, Woodlander
Donna Summer should go home in your pocket.
£10,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Marimba
2017 Black Trakehner Filly

2

So cute and so well connected…this black Trakehner filly
descends directly from the dam of the very fashionable
Trakehner, Millenium. Correct and bouncing with energy, this
gorgeous package reminds us of her mother who blossomed as
a three year old to take the Supreme title at Trakehners UK.
Her Dam a grading Champion and then the Mare Champion,
she brings the important blood too of the great dressage
influence of Gribaldi through her sire Herakles.
£6,500 ono
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Songbird
2017 Black Hannoverian Filly
For the discerning dressage rider, why not take the blood of
one of the greatest German team horses, Piccolino ridden
internationally, with huge winnings, by Klaus Husenbeth.
Performance all the way as the dam is full sister to this
impressive Prince Thatch xx son and the sire Summertime
Blues brings the further Grand Prix provenance of Donnerhall
and Lauries Crusador xx through his own sire while his great
grandmother St Pr Pikantje was Bundeschampioness.
£7,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
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For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Foals
Shangri La
2017 Dark Bay Hannoverian Filly

4

Woodlander breeding all the way with this elastic and
supple ET daughter of our wonderful Champion and Gold
Medal winning mare Katinka, by Consul. The quiet voice
in the room, she has produced some of our most convincing
mares, with wonderful ridability and work ethic and a
natural talent for dressage with both amateur and
professional riders. Her offspring are all adored by their
owners. With the addition of more Woodlander breeding on
the sire side, you know that this filly is made with
temperament and soundness in mind.
£6,500 ono
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Steely Dan
2017 Black Hannoverian Colt

5

Woodlander and Schwarzehof combine in this powerpack of a
foal, line bred to the Bundeschampioness St Pr Pikantje,
through the half sister Alabama and St Pr Donnabella. This is
the dam line of Wavavoom, Woodlander Santana and of
course, the dam line of Summertime Blues himself. To enrich
this wonderful mix, the Rohdiamant son, Romancero H. also a
Schwarzehof graduate, puts the icing on the cake. This will be
a certain mover with both power, elasticity and a quick hind
leg…the perfect combination
£6,500 ono
Owner - David Roles
Breeder - Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Sweet Dreams
2017 Brown Oldenburg Filly
A well named filly…the girl who has everything. This will be
an irresistible addition to the collection of any rider or any
breeder, with performance and reputation on every side. Her
dam is a daughter of two British Champions as Debonair took
the Four Year Old big prize pot of the Badminton Young
Horse Championship and in the same year, the grand dam
herself was Trakehner Supreme. The athleticism and
movement that we should expect from this family
combination shines through and with the distionctive dark
coat of her family and with her connections to Millenium
through her dam line, this filly should not be missed.
£8,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Trish Baker
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For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Foals
WWS Santa Maria
2017 Chestnut Hannoverian Filly

7

Golden glory shines in this elegant half sister to the
spectacular Woodlander Double Bubble. What a lucky day
when her dam came to Woodlander in foal with her Sir
Fidergold daughter and then went on to produce the Elite
Futurity foal Walking on Sunshine WWS, with Double
Bubble in between. What we know about this wonderful
family is the performance genetics of Absatz shine through
in type, quality and movement. We hope Double Bubble
will be famous and how nice to have his half sister sitting
in your stable!!
£7,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Sarah & Keith Maskell - 07518183458

Franschhoek
2017 Brown Oldenburg Colt

8

Obviously a dressage pedigree to die for…Helgstrand's PAVO
performer Franklin combines with the daughter of Double
World Champion Woodlander Farouche, whose record scores
have not been beaten. At every turn performance oozes for the
big arena with the Grand Prix performers Olympic Ferro and
Woodlander Dornroeschen combining with further World
Champions in Dimaggio and Fuerst Heinrich. This is a top
stallion prospect and performance horse.
£14,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Alison Walton - 07718158510

Sorrentina
2017 Bay Oldenburg Filly
Love at first sight….a modern and very pretty daughter of the
huge moving St Louis Blues, who brings the walk and canter
of his triple World Champion sire, Sezuan to this rather
special party. Although a big horse, his daughters are pretty
and feminine reflecting the State Premiums in generations of
his dams. Add to this the ridability of the stallion Ronaldo, a
son of Rubinstein, and you have a charming package for the
dressage arena.
£6,500 ono
Owner & Breeder Tricia Baker - 07879 433127
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For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Foals
Who’s That Girl
2017 Chestnut Hannoverian Filly

10

Bouncing with movement and character, this compact
daughter of Wavavoom shows all the characteristics of her
father, probably one of the most significant Futurity sires
and still high ranking with over 40 offspring. He is also the
sire of the highest ever scoring Futurity Graduate, Wild
Child, now a life approved stallion, and also the sire of the
legend that is Woodlander Wales. Add to this the other
daughters performing in both Dressage and Eventing and
you can see why this typey and swinging filly is a must for
the serious amateur or professional.
£7,500 ono
Owner & Breeder Lisa Greenhill - 07809062389

Zimbali
2017 Bay Oldenburg Colt

11

A very good looking son of Zack, built in an entirely uphill
frame and a half brother to two top Futurity graduates in
Archie Mali and Simbambili. The double World Champion,
Florencio is dam sire and couples well with the lesser known
Farrington who has made truly good horses with strength.
Zack himself is the Blue Hors phenomenon and of course sire
of Triple World Champion, Sezuan. Nothing is missing here.
£10,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Alison Walton - 07718158510

Slim Shady
2017 Black Hannoverian Colt
An absolute delight of a pretty black package, this young man
is sure to find an adoring home to match his sweet
temperament but relentless energy. His dam Ciaroscura
worked to Advanced Medium with her owner who trained her
from the age of four and described her as the most perfect
horse for herself and her family. The dam sire Connery had
the same wonderful temperament and the pedigree actually
promises temperament all the way as on both sides sits the
wonder Alabama, by Alabaster, whose Woodlander
descendants include the 2017 Pony Champion, Woodlander
Sir Goregous, Woodlander Santana, as well as Sumertime
Blues. Look no fuether for your small dressage horse!
£6,000 ono
Owner Rachel Crook - 07973121807
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For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Foals
Ibanez
2017 Dark Bay Oldenburg Colt
This young man is sure to impress in the big arena. His
well balanced frame and a beautiful set of head and neck
supporth the walk and canter for the future. His dam, Kala
is by the supple and elastic, Le Rouge and has herself
begun her performance career with some very high marks.
The sire of this workmanlike colt is Ibiza, a new boy on the
block, by the Vivaldi son Desperado out of a Jazz daughter.
As a foal he sold for €72,000 , licensed in Vechta and now
the "shooting star" of 2016, he scored super high marks in
his performance test particularly for canter and walk.
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£10,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden 07768323351

Imaginacion
2017 Chestnut Oldenburg Filly

14

I adore this filly who oozes character and presence and never
takes a bad picture. Her parentage brings together the best of
modern dressage lines and the dam, Zandra is directly
descended from the great Loretta, dam of Sandro Hit, through
his full sister, and along the way picks up the influences of
Don Schufro and Royal Diamond. On the sire side we find
Vivaldi, Jazz, Havidoff and in the background the power and
ridability of Contender through Contango. This will be a
serious filly.
£10,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden 07768323351

Standing Ovation
2017 Bay Rheinland Colt
A great name for an impressive colt who brings together so
much performance blood in a compact package. His dam sire
Hotline was a young horse sensation, building on the blood of
De Niro with the Gribaldi son Hofrat, As a sports horse he
has proved his worth with top performances at the most
competitive CDIs in Aachen, Hagen, Herning to name a few.
Part of the Danish team, he hasd flown the flag and was voted
Stallion of the Year in 2016. In the meantime he has produced
over 40 performers of note in dressage sport. In Silver Lining,
we see the blood of Sandro Hit but also through his dam
Distelprix, we bring again the piaffe and passage blood of
Gribaldi. This must be a performance package.
£5,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Jenny.tilling@outlook.com
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For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Foals
Gorgeous George
2017 Chestnut WBS-UK Colt

16

With alliterative connections to Magic Mike, the winning
dressage youngster of the Shearwater Four Year Old class
of 2016 and River Rise Escala from the same stables, the
dam of the big and rangy chestnut colt, has proven her
ability to bring sensational scope and freedom of movement
to dressage. The Voltaire daughter Lanoeska pairs with the
power of Woodlander Goetterfunke to bring this well built
candidate, with loads of chrome, to the fore. This will be an
eyeful under saddle. Long live the G Line!! .

£7,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Carsten Sandrock
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Humbucker
2017 Dark Brown Oldenburg Colt
Named for Dave Crowden and his guitar collection this
"pickup`" is an inbred son of piaffe king Gribaldi through both
Herakles and Hotline. His dam, Havana Moon, was ridden,
briefly, by Michael Eilberg before becoming injured but
showed great stature and composure…keen to work but not at
all spooky. Her daughter Rihanna by Rousseau was also
chosen for the Eilberg stable. The father Herakles was
Reserve Champion of his Trakehner licensing and descends
from an amazing mare dynasty which is the pillar of much
breeding in Denmark. With Michelangelo, the sire of the other
piaffe machine Michellino, this is a very top sporting pedigree
for the big arena.
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£12,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden 07768323351

Unnamed
2017 Bay Oldenburg Filly
The most beautiful girl in the world….was the song…and this
is the black coated filly of the same name…..a wonderful hind
leg…a beautiful front….and a destiny to the stars. A daughter
of the impressive young sire St Louis Blues, she comes from a
successful Oldenburg line and carries the charm and good
looks of Sandro Hit with the lustre and temperament of
Rohdiamant. Put your name on this lovely dark package, and
look to the future.
£6,500 ono
Owner & Breeder Irene Brendel
Call Lynne Crowden 07768323351
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For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Foals
Schattenspiel ZB
2017 Black Oldenburg Colt

19

Out of the half sister to Double Bubble… destined to go to
Carl Hester in 2018, this black colt holds World
Championship provenance through his paternal grandsire
Sezuan. He shows uphill tendency, expression and
elasticity and with his beautiful face, should grace any
stable yard as well as looking a serious stallion prospect.
His pedigree is full with the best names in dressage
performance with inbreeding to the highly successful
Rousseau, whose father Ferro was on the Gold Medal
Dutch Olympic team. Add to this Sandro Hit, Fidermark
and all from the mother line of Bundeschampionat success
Laudabilis, and you cannot miss this colt.
£ 10,000
Owner & Breeder Eva Broomer - 07834194821

Seas The Day
2017 Chestnut WBS-UK Filly

20

Absolutely charming chestnut daughter of Woodlander
Summertime Blues out of a beautiful grey mother with plenty
of the very valuable thoroughbred blood in her pedigree. The
wonderful type, uphill build and soft and swinging movement
shows all the promise for the future. A young filly who will
deliver in either amateur or professional hands. Her sire was
reserve winner of his Performance test at Schlieckau based on
his wonderful walk and canter and his true ridability.
£6,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Faith Cosgrove - 07595312804

Unnamed
2017 Black Hannoverian Colt
The Dam is a half sister to two approved stallions – Clapton
and Heaven, both of whom were also top Futurity foals in
their respective years, this shiny black colt is the absolute
epitome of a ladies dressage horse, combining beauty with
paces. The pedigree is loaded with performance in both young
horse classes and Grand Prix and the wonderful mix of the
greatest dressage names....Dnonerhall, De Niro, Sandro Hit,
Lauries Crusador, and Gribaldi…a cocktail for the best.
£7,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Sara Lucas
Call Lynne Crowden 07768323351
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For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Foals
Reggatta de Blanc
2017 Chestnut Hannoverian Filly

22

Almost lost for words to describe this leggy and
extraordinary daughter of the €1 million sensation that was
Revolution. This combination of the grandson of Rock
Forever with the mare Zandra, the direct descendant of the
great Loretta, dam of Sandro Hit and his half brother
Diamond Hit, should not require further explanation as to
why this is the highlight of our Foal Catalogue. Memories
of Verden come to mind as we imagine this, one of the best
daughters of Revolution, in five years time. Are you brave
enough?
£ 24,000 No Offers
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden 07768323351

Donna Delia
2017 Chestnut WBS-UK Filly

23

Bringing together the power of the G line through Glucksfall
and the modern performance blood of De Niro, this pedigree
is unusual and exciting. With the back pedigree performance
coming from Rosario, by Rubinstein, and Feiner Stern from
Furioso II, every gait is catered for. Heritage breeding comes
behind and in every way this filly is ready to take on the
world.
£6,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Paul & Sandy Senior - 07768453340

Unnamed
2017 Brown Hannoverian Colt
With 20 Hannoverian approved stallions including the highly
respected Hampton, and the young performer Lesodoro, the
pedigree demonstrates performance at the highest level
through the highly successful International grand Prix
dressage horse Slibowitz who won nearly €100,000 with Uwe
Schulten Baumer. The mare family is a regular hit with the
judges and crowds at the great Hannoverian mare shows and
luck put this mare together with the great new excitement that
is Revolution. A serious stallion prospect, wanted in Germany,
but here for you in the UK.
£12,500
Owner & Breeder Bruce Matthews –
Call Lynne Crowden 07768323351
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For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Foals
Fargo
2017 Bay Oldenburg Colt
A super attractive bay colt with a wonderful front and lots
of charm and appeal. This youngster was bred with an eye
firmly on the highest levels of dressage and the double
coefficients for highly collected work…..piaffe and
passage. Sire, Fransje, has a big talent for half steps and
collection and with this beautiful mother tracing back
through Milan to the piaffe king Michellino, the movement
must come. In the back pedigree we see great Trakehner
and Hannoverian blood with the “Aktionstrabber”s Trapper
and Falkland and the elegance and power of Arogno. What
a wonderful mix. Dig deep.
£ 7,000
Owner Helen Marchant
Breeder Lynne Crowden 07768323351

Notes
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For further information, please contact:
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Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
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Broodmares
Happy Days
2013 Black Hannoverian Mare

26

A spectacular and feminine black mare with a stunning
head and neck and a pedigree with plenty of high quality
Trakehner blood and the multi leading dressage sire De
Niro. Her dam, St Pr Limoncello was a Foal Champion,
Youngstock and Mare Champion and Happy Days was
herself an Elite foal. Quality all the way..for riding and for
breeding. Her dam was bought by Woodlander as a foal and
produced two approved sons, one of which, Clapton, was
sold to the USA having been successful in all three
disciplines.
£15,000
Owner & Breeder Sarah Lucas
Call Lynne Crowden 07768 323351

Magic Megane
2009 Black Trakehner Mare

27

A very special home is required for this very special mare
from the direct dam line of Millenium. Her colt from 2016 by
Schwarzgold is retained as a stallion prospect and she is in
foal to Millenium himself. Her sire, Songline, was ridden by
the great Michael Jung and was himself Bundeschampion in
Eventing and on the dam line Connery and Consul complete
the picture of the best of Hoerem breeding. For the discerning
only, this very athletic and good moving mare is a wonderful
foundation for the ambitious breeder. Scanned in foal to
Millenium
£25,000
Owner Lynne Crowden 07768 323351

Grindelia
2005 Liver Chestnut Hannoverian PB Mare

A very interesting Part Bred Hannoverian mare
bringing the highly expressive action of the British
Hackney to the power of the Hannoverian G line
through the legend of UK breeding that is Glucksfall.
Scanned in foal to Woodlander Double Bubble so a
double top!!

£2,000
Owner & Breeder Paul & Sandy Senior - 07768453340
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For further information, please contact:
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Broodmares
Dark Chili
2010 Black Hannoverian Mare

29

This well named, dark coated lady has the substance, size and power
to breed the very best. From one of the most famous modern mare
families in the Verden region, she counts many stallions in her
pedigree from the elegant Hampton to the Londonderry son Lesodoro.
The family is highly decorated with multiple winning mares with
good mare tests and Bundeschampionat performance, the most recent
being the Bellissimo daughter, Brisbane. Her sire Don Frederico was
the Champion of his licensing and is widely regarded as one of the top
sport performers for dressage. Add Rotspon for ridability with Sandra
Hit to dazzle, and the picture is complete. Inseminated with
Revolution.

£18,000
Owner Bruce Matthews
Breeder H.H Bruening
Call Lynne Crowden 07768323351

Divine Miss M
2013 Black Hannoverian Mare
Another very special Woodlander bred mare and only for
sale as her dam is retained. She was successfully
performance tested as a three year old, after a passport mix
up, with marks that make her eligible subject to 1A to be a
Premium mare. She has proved to be a very trainable and
lovable mare and shows the quality of her good Trakehner
mare line. Her dam sire was Reserve World Champion for
Young Horses and her own sire is of course highly
decorated as a sire of top dressage horses. Scanned in foal
to Woodlander Double Bubble but also a ridden prospect.
£10,000
Owner Alison Walton - 07718158510
Breeder Lynne Crowden & Alison Walton

Notes
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Youngstock
Gigi
2016 Chestnut Oldenburg Filly

31

A striking and powerful filly from a sensational mare who
achieved not only her State Premium but was also a Foal
Championship in one of the biggest breeding regions in
Hannover, a Youngstock Championship and a Mare
Championship plus a Gold Medal. To top it all, she bred
two approved sons and we would say that this is one of her
best foals. Grand Galaxy Win was the Danish Stallion
Champion of 2014 and also acquitted himself really well in
the WBFSH Young Dressage Horse Championships of
2016.
£12,000
Owner & Breeder Sara Lucas
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

West Virginia
2016 Chestnut WBS-UK Filly Pony

32

An unmissable product of the combination of the sensation
that is Woodlander Wales and the true performance at
International level of the dam sire Bernwode Brokat. With
paternal grand sire Wavavoom as one of the highest ranked
Futurity sires for dressage and himself now beginning his
small tour career, it should be no surprise that this was the top
Futurity pony of 2016. Her dam was also a sensation scoring
one of the highest marks at her mare grading with the SPSS.
Very sadly for sale because of our likely move
£6,000
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Hashtag Hamilton
2016 WBS-UK Bay Colt
As a son of the consistently successful Woodlander Heaven,
this colt does not disappoint showing the quiet and charming
attitude of his dam, Ciaroscura, who descends from a top
Hannoverian mare line which produced Bundeschampionat
winners and performers plus the licensed stallions Woodlander
Santana, Woodlander Summertime Blues and more to come!
Heaven was the top Futurity Foal in the UK, the top three year
old, The WBS Stallion Licensing Champion in the UK and
also BHHS Foal Champion. Wow!
£7,500 ono
Owner & Breeder Miriam Klein
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
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Youngstock
Funkadelic
2016 Oldenburg Bay Colt

34

A top small dressage horse potential combines with
exciting and correct paces to make a reliable package for
the future. The sire Fransje combines three sires with
convincing Grand Prix performance at International Level.
United not only performed himself but was also the sire of
the impressive stallion Bordeaux..The dam lines should
need no introduction with Metall as the sire of our own
Uthopia and Johnson now owned by Glock and performing
with the top rider Hans Peter Mindehout. Top pedigree and
top performance.
£7,500
Owner & Breeder Roz Pedersen
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Wild Romance
2015 WBS-UK Chestnut Pony Filly

35

This is your lucky day…a very special filly by the amazing
and record breaking stallion Wild Child, the son of World
Champion Woodlander Farouche and now life approved and
winning in Germany. What more can be said when you add in
the ridability of Rotspon …just a small price for a high
quality and caring home. Bargain of the day
£4,500
Owner & Breeder Matthew Cheale
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Frankie
2016 Bay Oldenburg Colt
Everything to come from this delightful colt. Late born but
already showing elegance and expression with all the
potential that you would expect from his Grand Prix
pedigree. The beautiful combination of Sandro Hit and
Rohdiamant combine the best of Oldenburg with the best of
The Netherlands. Ideal lady’s dressage type with his uphill
balance and gorgeous looks .His sire Fransje was a great
excitement for breeders and is now proving his worth with
wins and placings to Advanced Medium in Germany. A real
Grand Prix talent with a quick and athletic action and a
fabulous canter.
£8,000
Owner & Breeder Irene Brendel
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
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Youngstock
Raviro WWS (2016)
Black WBS-UK Colt

37

What a future for this good looking colt with performance
breeding at every turn…Grand Prix father says it all with
enormous ridability and a performance family behind. His
sire Rotspon was the winner of his performance test and the
dam St Pr Savannah also goes back to Sacramento Song.
Savannah was also selected for the Hannoverian jumping
programme. Of course her blood also descends from the
sire line of Sandro Hit and cominees the power of the best
jumping blood with maternal sire Woodlander Igor, long
living and a performer to PSG.
£8,000
Owner & Breeder Sarah & Keith Maskell - 07518183458

Felicify WWS
2016 WBS-UK Bay Filly

38

Fransje has produced some of the most exciting and talented
offspring at Woodlander and we have retained some for
stallion licensing. His talent for collected work and his
enormous canter make him a favourite. Dam Sire Carousel
comes from one of the top five sire lines in Holsteiner
breeding leading back to Cor De La Bryere. Not only has
Carousel had a successful BSJA show jumping career, he was
4th in the Hickstead 4 year old final. He is now competing in
British dressage. Carousel has many successful progeny that
are competing in BSJA, British Dressage and Eventing.
including Carousel Quest ridden by Oliver Townsend who
together won Burghley 2009
£4,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Sarah & Keith Maskell - 07518183458

Walking on Sunshine WWS
2015 Hannoverian Chestnut Filly
An absolute highlight in the youngstock choices, comes a filly
with the credentials of the best of Woodlander breeding.
Descending through Wild Child from the legendary Farouche
and also a half sister to our (fingers crossed) next International
sensation Double Bubble, she was bred by Sarah and Keith
and rewarded their judgement with an Elite in the Futurity of
2015. Sure to bring value for both breeding and competition,
look very seriously at this one.
£10,000 ono
Owner & Breeder Sarah & Keith Maskell - 07518183458
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Youngstock
Dorabella
2015 Chestnut Oldenburg Filly
This is one that I would put in my stable and it is definitely
one for yours! An uphill and powerful filly by the great De
Niro, out of a dam, a State Premium mare by Florestan,
who herself went to Small Tour. This chestnut lady is also
full sister to approved stallion Dvorak and has the attitude,
paces and credentials for a serious competition prospect.
Her sire De Niro has topped the World Breeding Federation
ranking for International dressage for many years with
multiple high performing and winning combinations in the
Olympics and Europeans. Not to be missed.
£14,000
Owner & Breeder Claire & Toni Ballantyne
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Notes
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Ridden
Silver Lining ZB
2013 Black Hannoverian Stallion
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A beautiful son of a beautiful stallion, Supertramp, now
training Grand Prix in Germany. Every bit as important as
his life approved Oldenburg sire, is his wonderful dam,
sired by the Swedish Stallion of the Year, Distelzar, by the
great Gribaldi. The mother line traces back through the
third dam Schwedin, to the very best of Trakehner
performance and this leggy black package, completes the
picture with his credentials as Champion Stallion WBS-UK
and Approved Oldenburg as a two year old. He successfully
completed his 14 day Performance Test in 2016.
£40,000
Owners: Lynne Crowden & Carsten Sandrock
Breeder: Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Good Vibrations
2013 Bay Oldenburg Gelding
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What an exciting future lies ahead for this mix of modern and
old G line blood. A Premium foal, he is by the Hannoverian
licensed stallion Goetterfunke who not only showed great
jumping ability but also showed real potential for dressage
movement with power and elasticity. This is the topping for a
charming daughter of Johnson with the additional blood of
Metall, famous of course as the sire of Uthopia. This is a
serious prospect for an ambitious rider.
£17,500
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Booker T
2011 Bay Oldenburg Gelding
Success breeds success and we found a very special family
with our purchase of two sisters, one of which was Alabama,
from Schwarzehof in Germany. The mare line traces back to
the Bundeschampioness St Pr Pikantje and her Grand
daughter, Moulin Rouge, was bred by us and has produced
nothing but success. Grand Prix and good trainability abound.
Sire, Bordeaux brings the lightness, expression and Grand
Prix performance of United and Gribaldi and this lovely
young horse is qualified Elementary for the Regionals with
high scores in the 70s.
£25,000
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
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Ridden
Happy Days (Also in Mare Section)
2013 Black Hannoverian Mare
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An Elite foal and now ready to start under saddle at
weaning, this black beauty comes from a serious pedigree
for performance with plenty of sporting Trakehner blood
and absolutely top temperament and ridability. Her dam
bred two approved stallions and was herself a Champion
Foal, Youngstock Champion, Mare Champion and a Gold
Medal winner. Just a beautiful soul. Her sire Hotline brings
the World Dressage Ranking leader De Niro into the
equation and again on the bottom line, Londonderry and
Consul support performance and trainability.
£15,000
Owner & Breeder Sarah Lucas
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Quo
2014 Brown Hannoverian Stallion
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This is another son of the wonderful Margue H daughter,
Moulin Rouge. Her influence in our breeding has probably
been the most significant with every offspring delivering
success. This young man will be no exception with his
amazing character and temperament and big and elastic paces.
He of course has performance in every area of his pedigree
with his sire Quasar du Chary tracing back to
Bundeschampion Quarterback. A treat to ride.
£17,500
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

St Pr De Versaille
2013 Black Hannoverian Mare
Elegant and highly successful already, this modern
daughter of Don Frederico was best amongst the best,
winning her top Mare Show in Verden and selected for the
premium event, the Herwart van der Decken Show,. Later,
she did not disappoint achieving high marks of 8s and 9s in
her Performance Test with good forwardness and super
ridability. For the dressage arena or the breeding barn, this
mare is inseminated with San Amour

£30,000
Owners Lynne Crowden & Rita Johnson
Breeder: Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
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Ridden
Shine a Light
2014 Dark Bay Hannoverian Mare
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Good looking and good moving, this powerful youngster is
out of the half sister to Woodlander Rockstar and looks to
bring the temperament and trainability that took him to
Grand Prix. Her dam, Elite Foxy Lady, was consistently
successful as a Foal, Youngstock and Mare Champion and
also was herself a delight to ride. The half sister to this
beauty was also the BHHS Youngstock Champion and the
top BEF Three year old in 2016. Grandsire, Florencio, was
two times World Champion and this young lady is certain
not to disappoint.
£15,000
Owner Geraldine Torr - Breeder Lynne Crowden
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Zsazsu
2014 Chestnut Hannoverian Mare
This is such a special youngster, combining movement and
temperament and the most obliging manner. She is lightly
backed and has been an absolute dream. Her mechanic, in
particular her hind leg and suppleness through the body, make
her the complete package.. Her sire Zack is an early legend in
his young life with his son Sezuan, again with amazing
trainability, winning the World Championships three times!
Dam, St Pr Limoncello produced two licensed sons and is also
a legend in her lifetime with her great beauty and a perfect 10
score for her head. Foal, Youngstock and Mare Champion, her
offspring have all been Elite and often top f their year.
£18,000
Owner & Breeder Sarah Lucas
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
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